
OBJECTIVES

The Blueprint for the Construction is developing a new sectorial
strategic approach to cooperate on skills in the construction
industry, and support a better matching between skill needs of
companies and skills provided by training centres.
 
The Sectoral Skills Strategy will build on lessons learned from
other initiatives (i.e. Build Up Skills) and will be based on a holistic
approach, identifying political, economic, social, technological,
legal and environmental factors, which may be affecting sector
skills and training offers.
 
The Blueprint outcome will be deployed by involving main market
players (Education-Business-Government-Cultural/civil society)
taking up opportunities to make the best of their talents.
 
 

 
 
Sector: Construction

 
 

Partners: 
24
 

 

Countries: 
12

 
 
 

EU Grant:
€ 4.000.000

 

Duration:
2019 to 2022

 
 
 

Lead organisation: 
Fundación Laboral de la Construcción (ES)

 

Collect good practices at national and regional level to illustrate
and promote other initiatives addressing skill gaps.

 
Design and deliver a MOOC (Massive Open Online Course) to
raise awareness among construction workers about new skills
drivers: digitalisation, energy efficiency and circular economy.

 
Create a Big Data observatory to provide valuable information
about particular skill needs at regional/national level. 

 
Carry out an outreach campaign for the construction industry
to promote its attractiveness among youngsters and women,
identifying and promoting solutions to facilitate mobility of
construction workers in Europe. 

 
Create a new virtual tool (SSA Portal) where all project outputs
will be available for stakeholders, as well as a Sector Skills
Alliance platform for collaborative work.

 
 
 
 

EXPECTED RESULTS

WEBSITE:
WWW.CONSTRUCTIONBLUEPRINT.EU

CONTACT:
JGONZALEZ@FUNDACIONLABORAL.ORG

@EUCONSTRUCTION

WWW.LINKEDIN.COM/GROUPS/8740167

MORE INFORMATION

SKILLS BLUEPRINT FOR THE
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY:
(ALL.CONSTRUCTION)

IMPACT

Currently, companies are facing difficulties in hiring qualified
workforce to respond to new challenges in the construction
industry, particularly those related to energy efficiency,
digitalisation and circular economy. Thus, the targeted impact of
the Blueprint in the sector will be the reduction of the gap
between the training demand and supply. The Blueprint intends to
overcome this gap by enhancing training needs detection and by
thoroughly adapting the current training offer. A sustainable
impact within the construction industry and its organisations is
ensured by the presence of the most relevant sectorial
organisations and VET providers at regional, national and
European level.
 
 

SOCIAL MEDIA

@EUCONSTRUCTION
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http://www.constructionblueprint.eu/
http://tu-dortmund.de/
https://twitter.com/EUConstruction
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8740167
https://www.facebook.com/EUConstruction/

